Clinical importance of reinterpretation of body CT scans obtained elsewhere in patients referred for care at a tertiary cancer center.
To determine the frequency and clinical importance of discordance between the initial interpretation of computed tomographic (CT) scans of the body and subsequent interpretations in patients with biopsy-proved cancer. The initial and reinterpretation reports for 213 CT scans of the body submitted for official review were compared independently by two radiologists. Sixty-nine sets of reports were excluded because the reviewing radiologists and the outside radiologists had prior CT scans from differing dates to use for comparison. One set of reports was excluded because of lack of clinical follow-up. The interpretations were graded as "agree" in 90 patients (63%), "major disagreement" in 24 patients (17%), and "minor disagreement" in 29 patients (20%). A theoretic change in treatment could have occurred in nine of 53 cases of disagreement (17%). An actual change in treatment occurred in five of 53 cases of disagreement (9%). Discordant interpretations were frequent (53 of 143 cases [37%]), were often major (24 of 143 cases [17%]), and resulted in actual treatment changes in five of all 143 cases (3%). Reinterpretation of body CT scans can have a substantial effect on the clinical care of individual patients with proved malignancy.